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 John Takacs requires us on an adventure and shares his journey of
transformation right into a world-class triathlete in his generation.
Join him in taking techniques to: - Change your diet and change your
daily life - Start moving and exercising more often - Get back to
carrying out the factors you love That you can do a You-switch, but only
if you start the procedure now. What if growing older actually meant
improving?How many times perhaps you have heard that getting old is a
bitch? On the way he displays us that lots of of the adages about
maturing are faulty. What if it didn't need to be? If you want a better
quality life at any age group, this book is for you.
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It's never too early either Oh look.. If I were the resolution-producing
type, I would resolve, once again, to get in shape, be more active and
lose some of the weight I put on since I acquired my baby. I’d rather
regret the things I did than the items I didn’t perform. 2017 is just a
few days away.However, I really do like to get off my duff and do stuff.
But I know that’s not likely to happen because I’m blood type O and I
want my red meats. I’m also...able to write a hundred various other
excuses. But deep down, I understand I’m overfat and out of shape.23
years back. It’s an excellent excuse to not clean the home or fight with
people on Facebook. I love finding a thing that resonates so well,
especially when I'm not also looking for it.So when my 46-year-old hands
first picked up, “Doing a 180 at 60,” my first thought was, “Cool. I've
14 years until I have to get my act together.”But i quickly actually
browse the book. Thanks a lot John for the reminder of fully evolved
life. Author John R. Whether you discover yourself wanting to make
adjustments in your fitness, wellness, energy, or mental/emotional
clarity and happiness, I think this book can add value to you. What
really strike home, though, had been his vignettes with each chapter
profiling close friends throughout his lifestyle who didn’t make it to
age 60. Those made me realize that I may be only 46, but who knows when
my amount’s going to come up? Better get started on that bucket list
early and make sure it’s full, in the event.. But perform that, I need
to make some adjustments, like find my tennis shoes or something. A
SATISFYING Read with a Powerful Lesson I have had the distinct pleasure
of meeting the writer of the book.John's example of making changes in
his lifestyle to produce a strong, fit, healthy body and lifestyle well
in to the years many folks are "winding straight down," is a tremendous
example to folks of every age. It was John. We had been having a
Birthday dinner at the golf club for our mutual friend (Tim). I didn't
realize until later that that the writer is just normally driven and is
usually on a objective! When you go through this book, that will become
very obvious.I always observe men of Johns "vintage" because I'm only a
few years behind him. Most guys in their 50s and 60s have given into a
sedentary lifestyle with an assurance of health issues on the horizon.
Not John. I'd like to talk about that I'm a 35 year old woman, which
might not be the target audience for this reserve ;.he was living and
experiencing lifestyle to its fullest. And you also get to see that's
this highly entertaining publication.I think "Doing a 180 at 60: You-
Turn Allowed" can be an apt title and one I really believe is more
symbolic than a prescription of everything you could do in age 60. This
actually seems like a man who walks the walk, as they say. The two
powerful text messages that I took aside were: 1) live life to the
fullest because none of us really knows just how long we have and 2) it
is never too late to produce a 180 in case you are headed down a path
that doesn't serve you well. John is definitely proving that not only
can you the do things you do when you were younger, but you can in fact



perform them better! I would recommend this reserve to anyone! I
possibly could tell he was on a mission to accomplish something but I
didn't know very well what at the time." The message of this book flies
when confronted with the approved paradigm that aging is approximately
decline. John Takacs assumes aging with the theory that "Sixty is the
youth of later years. Myself approaching my 72 birthday was compelled to
read 180 @ 60. I completely enjoyed each and every chapter as he
faithfully laid out his life's journey. He captured the actual fact we
are so lucky to have managed to get passed 60 while therefore many have
fallen before their lives fully evolved. It was an easy 158 webpages of
a 4-inches by 6-inch paperback... A full page turner! Insightful, funny,
and inspiring.THE COMPLETE Tale:I randomly met the author, John, in a
waiting room a few days following this book was published. I’m not
thinking about competing in triathlons or skydiving, but I really do
wish I had been in good enough shape to proceed mountain biking or
swimming whenever I sensed like it..) But, I think this book is great
for any and all ages, women and men. Takacs has a liquid, humorous
writing style that doesn’t come across as preachy, but he does nail the
point that active lifestyles are fun at any age. This book is such a
great read! The Short Edition:I couldn't put this book down! I ear-
hustled my method into the discussion he was having with another person
and learned about this reserve. His short synopsis intrigued me and I
purchased the Kindle edition totally on a whim later that day.John's
tales of adventures from throughout his lifestyle are compelling, often
hilarious, frequently shocking (to those folks raised in a far more
"protective" period), and sometimes quite emotionally touching. He
shares his trials and accomplishments in a relatable way that creates a
reference to the reader -- not at all in a boastful way." Five Stars
Great book! I value that he shares it as what has worked well for him
(not really in a preachy way), and factors the reader to extra reading
material for more info. I tend to trust his applying for grants this
topic, as an extremely similar (identical?) nutritional strategy has
helped me trim away about 60 pounds of fat, up to now. One day he show
up at my triathlon club's group schooling. Having met him personally I
can verify his incredible energy level, enthusiasm, and fitness. If you
think it's time, you can make that 180 at any age. Met Him On Fri,
Finished 180 @ 60 Monday It had been my great please to meet John Friday
night time at Mace Meadows in Pioneer. Get inspired to go back to doing
the things you love! Or, even though you just like great stories and
want some laughs and reminisce (or learn) about bygone years. It makes
you would like to get outside and get MOVING! John sat next to me after
introductions and acquired light chit chat conversation when I learned
that he was actually a published article writer. John and beautiful wife
joined us as we were finishing our food.The book is motivational and the
non-public stories and self deprecating humor make it an enjoyable read
with a powerful lesson. His stories are inspirational, motivating and



sometimes hilarious. Great advice also on diet plan and the significance
of exercise in order to enjoy your daily life at any age group. It's
time to do a "YOU-Convert.His perspective on nourishment and health
makes sense and well-reasoned, in my opinion.
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